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Theme

The privacy race



How important is data privacy?
"Your privacy is important for us," almost any
corporate privacy policy states. But how important is it
for consumers? 

Is it actually a competitive advantage, as some privacy
commentators claim, and how does privacy translate
into commercially viable products? 

Let's take a look at what consumers say and how Sonos
is taking on the privacy challenge in their new release.
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Sources: Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2021/11/01/data-privacy-your-greatest-competitive-advantage/?sh=85c66823f7e9


The privacy actives segment
85% of consumers are concerned their online data are
not secure, but still 58% think it's worth sharing their
data if it provides them with a better customer
experience, a recent Axwell study shows.

Isolating consumers caring about privacy AND acting
accordingly, Cisco found that 32% of consumers
globally fit into The Privacy Actives Segment, a 3%-
points increase from 2020's numbers.

However, the commercial potential may not stop there:
79% say privacy is a buying factor and they expect to
pay more for it.
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https://blog.axway.com/commentary/global-consumer-survey
https://iapp.org/news/a/new-cisco-study-emphasizes-consumer-mistrust-in-ai/
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Sources: Cisco as reported by iapp, Trusted Reviews, Consumer Reports

Sonos' voice assistant won't tell
In a deliberate move to distinct their voice assistant
from Google's Assistant and Amazon's Alexa, Sonos'
new Voice Control will not be connected to the cloud. 

This both means data will be stored locally and users
will only be able to command their music with the voice
control. The price for no one listening in is no weather
forecast, no shopping list creation, or anything else not
related to playing music.

Whether or not this is an attractive tradeoff remains to
be seen. But as Trusted Reviews' David Ludlow says:
“Simple voice control is needed, but there could be too
many limitations".
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https://iapp.org/news/a/new-cisco-study-emphasizes-consumer-mistrust-in-ai/
https://www.trustedreviews.com/news/sonos-voice-control-is-the-privacy-supporting-voice-control-system-we-need-4231900
https://www.consumerreports.org/digital-assistants/sonos-voice-control-digital-assistant-may-protect-privacy-a8422138459/
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